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ABSTRACT
The Bot Army is a computer program that can be used to discover vulnerabilities and secure computers (servers) in a network, or to recognize, attack and take over the computers of a network. The program consists of virtual bots (robots) that can work autonomously, receive orders, and complete defensive or offensive tasks simultaneously. The Bot Army can be efficient on testing the security of a system or be effective when deploying attacks. Furthermore, The Bot Army offensive strategies could be expanded into more specialized vector attacks, malware injection, data theft or system destruction. Similarly, the Bot Army defensive tactics could be developed into a concentric system of defense for wifi spots, military services, or company networks.

WHY DO WE NEED A BOT ARMY?
Cybersecurity is an everyday topic. Everything we do is connected to computers. Unfortunately, every system we use or depend on is "hackable."

The process of scanning, recognizing the connections and programs used is essential in order to protect networks and services. It is a tedious task to look for vulnerabilities in every single computer and human administrators cannot check and defend systems. As well, espionage, and counter attacks to the systems, networks, and computers of other nations, terrorist organizations, and lone hackers can represent the expenditure of countless resources. However, The Bot Army is a program that creates bots ready to both defend and attack systems.

MISSION
Creation of an army of bots ready to protect our networks and fight against threats and "hacker" groups.

NEXT STEPS
Continue developing an effective and efficient defensive/offensive system for both national and international networks.

WHAT A SERVER?
A server is a computer or computer program that manages a website, a database, centralized networks, resources, or any other communication system.

WHAT DO BOTS DO?
Bots can scan for services in a computer. Services are used to communicate with other computers. Bots will analyze the computer, test the weaknesses it shows and either patch the vulnerabilities or exploit them.

Bots will make a complete recognition of a server’s operative system, version, ports (services’ doors), and will determine the best exploit or fix according to the situation. Administrators have three terminals to command the bots. The “log” window shows all the current events. The ‘bot’ window displays all the information related to the state and actions of the bots. The “host” window shows all the information related to the targets servers. Commands are fast and bots can work independently after a mission has been assigned.

RESULTS
❖ A single Bot is able to make a recognition and launch about 10 exploits on a system in about one minute.
❖ A pen-tester (someone who purposely attacks a system to find weaknesses) can take several minutes revising a server. A group of bots can analyze a complete network and provide patches and full reports in a couple of minutes.

POTENTIAL
❖ With a powerful computer or supercomputer, we could enlist an army of hundreds of bots either attack or defend systems on a massive scale.
❖ Bot protection could be developed for military services or even common settings, such as a wifi spots.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
❖ Python, Threads, Mongo Database, Kali Linux Pen-testing System, NMAP libraries, sockets, several other libraries.
❖ Graphic interfaces designed, and asynchronous(non sequential) programming based.